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A QUICK GUIDE TO BEING PART OF THE ONDEMAND INSTALLATION TEAM
EXPECTATIONS
All installers must be able to apply and use a range of Meon products Installation prices are set 
by us, with no extras unless agreed with a MEON Project Manager. Training will be held by Meon 
and an online quiz must be completed before ‘Approved Installer’ status is granted

SPECIFICATION
• All surfaces must be below 10% moisture content before applying any products
• It is crucial that surfaces are correctly prepared before applying any markings, as per the 

appropriate spec document
• All surfaces to be scarified to remove possible soiling
• Primers must be used
• Typical products applied:
 - ViaLine F210 + UniPrime X250
 - RoadLine Q285
 - UltraLine L210

Required equipment (or hire machinery at preferential rates)

Meon will expect all installers to have this equipment as part of their standard kit. If any of these 
items are required, Meon can supply at a discounted rate as part of this agreement.

LineLazer spray machine

Moisture meter

Straightline

Dryer

Thickness gauge

Spray tips

Collomix & whisks

Stencil sets

Spray tip guards

Dust extractor

Infrared thermometer

100mm hand mould

Surface prep machine

Humidity meter

Chalk line
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APPENDIX 1 – MEON EXPECTATIONS OF INSTALLERS (CONDENSED)
1. Communication
a. In view of removing complicated communication chains, we expect our installers to communicate directly with us.
b. All communications should be respectful, clear & unambiguous
c. All such communications should be done in a timely fashion
d. Communications should always be confirmed in writing, using the Re-flow app. We reserve the right to refuse any 
requests for extra costs or charges without a clear audit trail to support such requests

2. Rates
a. We recognise that installation is principally supplying labour, therefore we have set out a table of rates on Page 4 of 
this document to be captured.
b. The rates allow for the differing times taken to install the various systems
c. They also cover how we allow for items such as mechanical preparation, drying, standing time/delays, unscheduled 
re-visits
d. In principle they are fixed, as it is of all importance to control cost variations, however we are always ready to 
consider specific cases or situations out of our control.

3. Standards/Quality
a. Our product ranges rely on impeccable installation. They have been extensively tested and proven to perform when 
correctly installed.
b. It is therefore a non-negotiable that they are laid in accordance with install guidelines.
c. These guidelines form a key part of the training & installer induction process
d. They are also clearly documented in our Technical Data Sheets [TDS] which are readily available.

4. Equipment provision
a. We expect our installers to have access to all the equipment required to install any given job in accordance with the 
job spec.
b. Should any equipment be damaged, lost or stolen - this will need to be documented and reported back to Meon as 
a matter of urgency. Hired equipment needs to be on-hired and off-hired immediately. If lost, charges will be passed 
onto Installation Team
c. There is an allowance in the rates to cover the cost of such equipment.

5. Purchase discounts on equipment
a. We offer preferential rates on equipment purchases – please request a quote to meet your specific needs.

6. Installer sign up process
a. Every interested potential installer will go through a rigorous onboarding process
b. Initial interest is captured on our ‘Onboarding form’ questionnaire
c. We will then request you visit MEON, or we can come to you for a meeting, which is without prejudice on both sides. At 
this meeting we cover off our expectations and have an open and frank dialogue to build a good level of understanding. 
You will also indicate what geographical areas and what product systems you are willing/able to service
d. Should we wish to proceed we will then request you sign & return our Installer Onboarding Manual [IOM] along with 
a PO for the sign-up cost which will be credited back once training is completed.
e. We will then book up an induction session
f. You attend Meon for your induction course – the duration of this will vary according to the scope of the systems you 
wish to qualify to install
g. On successful completion you will be issued with Installer status and start receiving work requests from us.

7. Annual refresher training
a. Part of the installer contract is a commitment to visit MEON annually
b. Failure to do this will result in suspension of Installer status
c. It may also be necessary to attend more often if there is a valid reason for MEON to request this, e.g., reports of 
poor install quality, new product releases
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8. Health & Safety
a. Working safely is very important to MEON and to their clients
b. Every installer is expected to keep abreast of current H&S regulations, especially as they apply to their industry
c. Every install will require a Risk Assessment & Method Statement [RAMS]
d. We expect our installers to provide accurate information for us to draw up the RAMS
e. Any H&S concerns will always be taken seriously and need to be communicated and addressed!
f. Any near misses, incidents, accidents or injuries need to be reported immediately!

9. PPE provision
a. MEON expect every installer to be equipped at their own expense with suitable PPE for the roadside! (Orange Hi-
Vis is best whilst working on the roadside/rail).
b. Any reports of any installation teams undressed in PPE/Branded clothing, will be taken seriously; this is checked 
by ourselves as part of our post install customer satisfaction call.

10. Expectations as to behavior
a. Clearly, whilst on site, MEON installers are representing the MEON brand.
b. Whilst you have a job to do, this should never be accompanied by impatient or discourteous behavior.
c. We expect installer to be polite, courteous & professional, working with and showing respect for other site users.
d. We also expect them to adhere rigidly to any site-specific guidelines, e.g., relating to specific PPE, smoking within 
designated areas and general housekeeping.

11. Site changes & variations
a. Whilst we accept that there may be a need for site changes, the most important thing for us is that these are 
documented by the installation team and authorised by the client
b. We will not accept any cost variations for undocumented and/or unauthorised changes.

12. Cancellations & delays
a. Whilst we accept there may be times when installers are delayed or have to stand down it is important to 
understand that we do not usually expect to cover any costs associated with these.
b. The exception is where a client specifically requests or causes a delay; in such instances it is important to 
document the reasons or causes – we will consider any requests for extra costs in such instances, but we need to be 
able to reclaim these costs from the client, hence the importance of the documentation. This is all captured through 
Re-flow, so very simple to record.
c. Upon capturing it through the App, we expect the operatives to verbally notify MEON in order for investigations to 
proceed as to a way forward with the client/project.

13. Waste management
a. We expect all installers to remove all waste & arisings from site.
b. These should be disposed of in accordance with current Waste transfer & disposal regulations, recycling as much 
as possible.
c. All costs for waste management are borne by installers, unless by prior agreement on a case-by-case basis.

14. Travel allowances
a. We do not in principle pay these, as agreements to service specific geographical areas are part of the installer sign 
up; specific locations may require it, e.g., offshore or remote locations and such will be addressed on a job-by-job 
basis.
b. If travel is over 3 hours each way, we are happy to agree an amount to cover this off on top of the labour to 
complete the job.
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15. Supply of product & consumables
a. MEON supply free-issue product for the install, including all primers, paints, coatings, sealers required.
b. We do not expect to free-issue consumable items such as cleaners, masking tapes, rollers etc., unless they are 
very job specific and outside of the usual range of products that we would expect every installer to be equipped with.
c. Notwithstanding the above, we expect best practice to be observed and any deviations from quality standards 
which are attributed to lack of best practice will have to be rectified at installer’s expense. For instance, an example 
would be excessive overspray from lack of suitable masking, or lack of primer used.

16. Product shortages/over-runs
a. MEON have invested heavily in workflow apps and quoting software. This allows for a good degree of accuracy in 
quantifying materials.
b. Whilst we do allow for a percentage of wastage on every install, any requests from installers for extra material 
outside of that allowed for will be chargeable unless they relate directly to extra work requests from the client.
c. Any such extra work requests will need to be fully documented in the Re-flow app; if we cannot on-charge extra 
work due to lack of documentations we do not expect to recover the cost and it will be deducted from the amount due 
to the installer.

Rates Agreed         No of Hours Covered    Rate 

Half Day Rate 

1 man

2 man

Full Day Rate 

1 man

2 man

Out of Hours Rate (incl weekends) 

1 man

2 man

Travel to Site (when over 3 hours)

Cancellation (less than 24 hours’ notice)

Site Surveys

Other Charges
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SCOTLAND

WALES
ENGLAND

NORTHERN
IRELAND

Edinburgh

Belfast

Cardiff London

On the map below, please mark with an ‘H’ where 
your based from and circle around this showing 
the area of coverage you offer around the UK.
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PROFILE DETAILS
Company Name and Number -

Company Phone Number -

Company Address -

VAT Number -

UTR Number -

Are you CIS Registered? National insurance if Sole - Construction Industry Scheme (CIS) No req’d – copy req’d

Insurance Cover - Public Liability Insurance Cover  - (any highway works would need to be £10m) – copy req’d for all Insurances

Policy Details -

Policy Expiry -

Team Size (including fleet of vehicles) -

Competency/Qualifications -

Geographical Coverage -

Operations Contact Name -

Operations Phone Number -

Email Address -

Payment details:

Accounts Contact Name:

Accounts Phone Number:

Accounts Email Address: 

Bank Name/Account Name:

Bank Sort Code

Bank Account Number:

Any Additional Info (IBAN etc)
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APPROVED INSTALLER EQUIPMENT & CONSUMABLES LIST

Standard PPE – Steel Toe Caps, Gloves, Goggles, Ear Protection
Phone or Tablet for Re-Flow App

MEASURING EQUIPMENT – ALL MANDATORY!
Moisture meter
Infrared Thermometer
Thermometer, humidity & dew-point meter
Thickness Gauge
Measuring Tape
Metric Measuring Wheel

SUNDRIES
Hand Mould – 100mm
Roller Frames & Trays – 100mm and 300mm
Chalk Line & Chalk
Mixing Matt
Paint Scrapers – removals
Heavy Duty Gaffa Tape – removals
Ratchet Kit and Socket Set
Traffic Cones – minimum of 6 with Barrier Tape
Dustpan & Brush
Waste Disposal – black bags

MACHINES & MACHINE ACCESSORIES
LineLazer spray machine (electric req. for internal works)
Dryer
Scabbler/Surface Prep Machine
SDS Drill & SDS Drill Bits
Straight-line
Dust Extractor
Collomix & Whisks
Spray Tips & Guides - 215 tip - 319 tip - 531 tip - 631 tip

STENCILS – standard required, anything specific will be on job order
A-Z & 0-9 in 300mm
Pedestrian S2 in 600mm & 800mm
Disabled S45 in 800mm
Straight and Turning Arrows in 4000mm
Roundel for 5 & 10mph in 1000mm

OWN REQUIRED
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NOTES
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NOTES



MEON UK MEON IRELAND

Dynamic solutions to deliver productive results. Spectrum is the all-encompassing 
world class solution for surface marking applications. Spectrum surface solutions 

are ideal for all infrastructure and asset delineation and marking projects.

OUR BRANDS

A comprehensive selection of road maintenance and repair products that deliver 
lasting results the first time, every time. Making roads better has been our purpose 

in creating and developing this powerful range of repair materials.

THE UK’S MOST ADVANCED RANGE OF SURFACE MACHINE PRODUCTS... 
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF, AND AVAILABLE FOR

PURCHASE OR HIRE.

DOWNLOAD OR REQUEST OUR BROCHURES NOW...

MEON UK MEON IRELAND

Dynamic solutions to deliver productive results. Spectrum is the all-encompassing world 
class solution for surface marking applications. Spectrum surface solutions are ideal for all 

infrastructure and asset delineation and marking projects.

OUR BRANDS

A comprehensive selection of road maintenance and repair products that deliver lasting 
results the first time, every time. Making roads better has been our purpose in creating and 

developing this powerful range of repair materials.

THE UK’S MOST ADVANCED RANGE OF SURFACE MACHINE PRODUCTS... 
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF, AND AVAILABLE FOR

PURCHASE OR HIRE.

DOWNLOAD OR REQUEST OUR BROCHURES NOW...


